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He wanted a new beginning. What he got was a glimpse of a life he could never have...*Note: New

cover added 12/2016 but no new contentWidower Dane Winters just wanted a new beginning for

himself and his six month old daughter after his estranged husband&apos;s cold-blooded murder

and moving to a small town in Southwest Montana seemed like a good place to start. But he never

expected a favor for a friend to turn into a deadly encounter that puts him on a collision course with

a mysterious stranger passing through town.Former FBI agent Jaxon Reid stopped in Dare,

Montana to right a wrong, not get caught up in the life of an uptight, country vet with a

holier-than-thou attitude. But he soon finds himself drawn to the quiet, insecure single father

who&apos;s trying to leave behind a life of pain and heartbreak.Dane can&apos;t deny his attraction

to Jax, but he knows that pursuing a relationship with the gorgeous, younger man will only end in

heartbreak and turn him into someone he swore he would never be again. But when danger looms,

he&apos;s forced to accept Jax into his life and home, along with the emotional vulnerability that

being around Jax brings to the surface.As their connection deepens, can Dane find the trust Jax

needs from him in order to build a life together or will he let his past destroy his one chance at a real

future?Can be read as a stand-alone story - no cliffhangers.This series crosses over with some of

my other series, so for the most enjoyment, they should be read in order, but it is not required. You

can find the correct reading order at the beginning of each book. I&apos;ve also bundled all my

series in the correct reading order under the title of A Family Chosen: The Protectors and Barrettis.
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Much more the Kennedy speed I'm used to. Both Dane and Jax were introduced in Book 1, so even

though we don't know them until this book, we recognize them. It helps to keep us focused on the

setting and on the growth of the town, as well as of the growing relationship between the men. I

liked them both a lot, as I find I do all Ms. Kennedy's characters. I found their story to be less rushed

than the first one, and well told. Dane is scarred emotionally, and Jax only leaves when Dane lies to

him about his feelings. Dane has to man up, and he does, to win back the man he loves.

Trust is a tricky thing.Takes years to build it and half a second to break it. Forever.And even though

it seems common knowledge, it's harder to face when it's you or the person you love that have it

tough cause of that trust. Or lack thereof...And that's what Jax and Dane find out first hand when

they meet each other.Lust, desire, overwhelming fast growing strong feelings, a cute little baby girl...

that's all well and fine but with no trust, impossible to keep.And trust needs courage to building,

another hardship for ya. Talk about your hard, long way to happiness, no?I liked this story a lot.It's a

little out there sometimes but still.There's a little too many sappy moments to my liking but still.Still is

the sweet, heartwarming, encouraging love story of just two guys with a heavy past and a brightly

happy future (and HOT, man oh man will it be a hot one) if they would just give it a fair

chance.ÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¼Ã‚Ë†*ÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¼Ã‚Â¾ÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¼Ã‚Â¾ÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¼Ã‚â€°ÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¼Ã‚Â¾*ÃƒÂ¯Ã

‚Â¼Ã‚â€°

I am loving this series. Well written with well developed characters. I am so glad I took the time to

read this series. I love this author's other series and this was is also excellent.

Finding Trust picks up where Finding Home leaves off. While these can be read as standalones, I

recommend you read them in order to know all the characters. Dane was a much stronger character

in the first book, but after what happened, I can understand him becoming less... His world is rocked

and he has to find it in himself, not the sexy ex-FBI agent, Jax, to overcome his fears. I floved Jax. I



can just see him standing there, double fisting pistols and daring anyone to mess with him. HOT.

The story isn't quite as strong as Finding Home, but I still give it 4.5 stars. Now, on to books 3 and

4...

For me this was a great read. I loved book 1 in this series with Callen Rhys Finn. Book 2 was just as

good.Jax ( FBI) was in town only to give Rhys information. He was not looking for a relationship.

Dane who's a Vet. moved withhis small daughter Emma to a small town to get over Dane's husband

passing.Jax's get caught up in Dane's life and the sparks fly & the sex is hot!. But the trust takes

time.Looking forward to book 3 and also Cade's story which will be in another series from this

author.Sloane Kennedy is a newer author but I have found enjoyment of all her books to date.Loved

the book cover .

I love this author, I must admit I didn't read the first book as I don't like mÃƒÂ©nage. But it was nice

to get to know the 3 of them in this book, I still don't agree or like to read them, but they play a part

so I accept that. I really loved Jax, he was strong and sexy.. Finally Dane pulled his head out and

looked at what was in front of him.

loved it

I love how all the books and series are connected, yet the can all be stand alone. This one was

fantastic
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